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QUESTION 1

What can best be defined as the detailed examination and testing of the security features of an IT system or product to
ensure that they work correctly and effectively and do not show any logical vulnerabilities, such as evaluation criteria? 

A. Acceptance testing 

B. Evaluation 

C. Certification 

D. Accreditation 

Correct Answer: B 

Evaluation as a general term is described as the process of independently assessing a system against a standard of
comparison, such as evaluation criteria. Evaluation criterias are defined as a benchmark, standard, or yardstick against
which accomplishment, conformance, performance, and suitability of an individual, hardware, software, product, or plan,
as well as of risk-reward ratio is measured. 

What is computer security evaluation? 

Computer security evaluation is the detailed examination and testing of the security features of an IT system or product
to ensure that they work correctly and effectively and do not show any logical vulnerabilities. The Security Target
determines the scope of the evaluation. It includes a claimed level of Assurance that determines how rigorous the
evaluation is. 

Criteria 

Criteria are the "standards" against which security evaluation is carried out. They define several degrees of rigour for the
testing and the levels of assurance that each confers. They also define the formal requirements needed for a product (or
system) to meet each Assurance level. 

TCSEC 

The US Department of Defense published the first criteria in 1983 as the Trusted Computer Security Evaluation Criteria
(TCSEC), more popularly known as the "Orange Book". The current issue is dated 1985. The US Federal Criteria were
drafted in the early 1990s as a possible replacement but were never formally adopted. 

ITSEC 

During the 1980s, the United Kingdom, Germany, France and the Netherlands produced versions of their own national
criteria. These were harmonised and published as the Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC). The
current issue, Version 1.2, was published by the European Commission in June 1991. In September 1993, it was
followed by the IT Security Evaluation Manual (ITSEM) which specifies the methodology to be followed when carrying
out ITSEC evaluations. 

Common Criteria The Common Criteria represents the outcome of international efforts to align and develop the existing
European and North American criteria. The Common Criteria project harmonises ITSEC, CTCPEC (Canadian Criteria)
and US Federal Criteria (FC) into the Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (CC) for use in
evaluating products and systems and for stating security requirements in a standardised way. Increasingly it is replacing
national and regional criteria with a worldwide set accepted by the International Standards Organisation (ISO15408). 

The following answer were not applicable: 
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Certification is the process of performing a comprehensive analysis of the security features and safeguards of a system
to establish the extent to which the security requirements are satisfied. Shon Harris states in her book that Certification
is the comprehensive technical evaluation of the security components and their compliance for the purpose of
accreditation. 

Wikipedia describes it as: Certification is a comprehensive evaluation of the technical and non- technical security
controls (safeguards) of an information system to support the accreditation process that establishes the extent to which
a particular design and implementation meets a set of specified security requirements Accreditation is the official
management decision to operate a system. Accreditation is the formal declaration by a senior agency official
(Designated Accrediting Authority (DAA) or Principal Accrediting Authority (PAA)) that an information system is
approved to operate at an acceptable level of risk, based on the implementation of an approved set of technical,
managerial, and procedural security controls (safeguards). 

Acceptance testing refers to user testing of a system before accepting delivery. 

Reference(s) used for this question: 

HARE, Chris, Security Architecture and Models, Area 6 CISSP Open Study Guide, January 2002. 

and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certification_and_Accreditation 

and 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/evaluation-criteria.html 

and 

http://www.cesg.gov.uk/products_services/iacs/cc_and_itsec/secevalcriteria.shtml 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is not a disadvantage of symmetric cryptography when compared with Asymmetric Ciphers? 

A. Provides Limited security services 

B. Has no built in Key distribution 

C. Speed 

D. Large number of keys are needed 

Correct Answer: C 

Symmetric cryptography ciphers are generally fast and hard to break. So speed is one of the key advantage of
Symmetric ciphers and NOT a disadvantage. Symmetric Ciphers uses simple encryption steps such as XOR,
substitution, permutation, shifting columns, shifting rows, etc... Such steps does not required a large amount of
processing power compare to the complex mathematical problem used within Asymmetric Ciphers. 

Some of the weaknesses of Symmetric Ciphers are: 

The lack of automated key distribution. Usually an Asymmetric cipher would be use to protect the symmetric key if it
needs to be communicated to another entity securely over a public network. In the good old day this was done manually
where it was distributed using the Floppy Net sometimes called the Sneaker Net (you run to someone\\'s office to give
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them the key). 

As far as the total number of keys are required to communicate securely between a large group of users, it does not
scale very well. 10 users would require 45 keys for them to communicate securely with each other. If you have 1000
users then you would need almost half a million key to communicate secure. On Asymmetric ciphers there is only 2000
keys required for 1000 users. The formula to calculate the total number of keys required for a group of users who
wishes to communicate securely with each others using Symmetric encryption is Total Number of Users (N) * Total
Number of users minus one Divided by 2 or N (N-1)/2 

Symmetric Ciphers are limited when it comes to security services, they cannot provide all of the security services
provided by Asymmetric ciphers. Symmetric ciphers provides mostly confidentiality but can also provide integrity and
authentication if a Message Authentication Code (MAC) is used and could also provide user authentication if Kerberos
is used for example. Symmetric Ciphers cannot provide Digital Signature and Non-Repudiation. 

Reference used for theis question: 

WALLHOFF, John, CBK#5 Cryptography (CISSP Study Guide), April 2002 (page 2). 

 

QUESTION 3

A packet containing a long string of NOP\\'s followed by a command is usually indicative of what? 

A. A syn scan. 

B. A half-port scan. 

C. A buffer overflow attack. 

D. A packet destined for the network\\'s broadcast address. 

Correct Answer: C 

A series of the same control, hexidecimal, characters imbedded in the string is usually an indicator of a buffer overflow
attack. A NOP is a instruction which does nothing (No Operation - the hexadecimal equivalent is 0x90) 

The following answers are incorrect: 

A syn scan. This is incorrect because a SYN scan is when a SYN packet is sent to a specific port and the results are
then analyzed. 

A half-port scan. This is incorrect because the port scanner generates a SYN packet. If the target port is open, it will
respond with a SYN-ACK packet. The scanner host responds with a RST packet, closing the connection before the
handshake is completed. Also known as a Half Open Port scan. 

A packet destined for the network\\'s broadcast address. This is incorrect because this type of packet would not contain
a long string of NOP characters. 

 

QUESTION 4

In which of the following model are Subjects and Objects identified and the permissions applied to each subject/object
combination are specified. Such a model can be used to quickly summarize what permissions a subject has for various
system objects. 
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A. Access Control Matrix model 

B. Take-Grant model 

C. Bell-LaPadula model 

D. Biba model 

Correct Answer: A 

An access control matrix is a table of subjects and objects indicating what actions individual subjects can 

take upon individual objects. Matrices are data structures that programmers implement as table lookups 

that will be used and enforced by the operating system. 

This type of access control is usually an attribute of DAC models. The access rights can be assigned 

directly to the subjects (capabilities) or to the objects (ACLs). 

Capability Table 

A capability table specifies the access rights a certain subject possesses pertaining to specific objects. A 

capability table is different from an ACL because the subject is bound to the capability table, whereas the 

object is bound to the ACL. 

Access control lists (ACLs) 

ACLs are used in several operating systems, applications, and router configurations. They are lists of 

subjects that are authorized to access a specific object, and they define what level of authorization is 

granted. Authorization can be specific to an individual, group, or role. ACLs map values from the access 

control matrix to the object. 

Whereas a capability corresponds to a row in the access control matrix, the ACL corresponds to a column 

of the matrix. 

NOTE: Ensure you are familiar with the terms Capability and ACLs for the purpose of the exam. 

Resource(s) used for this question: 

Harris, Shon (2012-10-25). CISSP All-in-One uide, 6th Edition (Kindle Locations 5264- 5267). 

McGraw-Hill. Kindle Edition. 

or 

Harris, Shon (2012-10-25). CISSP All-in-One uide, 6th Edition, Page 229 

and 

Hernandez CISSP, Steven (2012-12-21). Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CISSP CBK, Third Edition ((ISC)2 Press) (Kindle
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Locations 1923-1925). Auerbach Publications. Kindle Edition. 

 

QUESTION 5

What key size is used by the Clipper Chip? 

A. 40 bits 

B. 56 bits 

C. 64 bits 

D. 80 bits 

Correct Answer: D 

The Clipper Chip is a NSA designed tamperproof chip for encrypting data and it uses the SkipJack algorithm. Each
Clipper Chip has a unique serial number and a copy of the unit key is stored in the database under this serial number.
The sending Clipper Chip generates and sends a Law Enforcement Access Field (LEAF) value included in the
transmitted message. It is based on a 80-bit key and a 16-bit checksum. 

Source: WALLHOFF, John, CBK#5 Cryptography (CISSP Study Guide), April 2002 (page 1). 
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